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QUIET SKY OF UMIDA AHMEDOVA 

"Photograph transforms Past into the loving memories, complicates personal opinions, 

moderates the historical judgments and makes looking at Past by simple and warm-hearted 

glance". (Susan Sontag "On photograph", 1977) 

 

After eight years of the discontinuance Umida Akhmedova, photographer and cinema 

documentarian comes back in Uzbekistan art life.  

Umida Ahmedova was born in 1955, city of Parkent, Tashkent province. In 1980 she 

graduated the cultural school, city of Vladimir, Russia. Her diploma was "Director of cinema and 

photograph". Since 1980 she was assistant cameraman at Uzbekistan cinema studio of scientific, 

popular and documentary movies. Since 1981 she was Panorama Photo Club Member. First works 

of Umida Ahmedova was balck and white films. In 1985 Moscow Exhibition of Economic 

Achievements she was awarded with the silver medal. In 1986 she graduated the camera faculty of 

the Russian State University of Cinematography named after S. Gerasimov (VGIK). Later she was 

photography director and made dozen movies. In middle of 1990s she made only colour 

photographs. She took active participation in regular in photograph expositions. In 2000 she entered 

into the photograph department of Uzbekistan Academy of Arts. Since 2001 many her photographs 

are in books and photo albums which have been published in Uzbekistan. 

In 2000s Umida Ahmedova takes active participation in many contemporary art projects. 

These are Forth Tashkent Biennale of the Contemporary Art (Uzbekistan, 2007), Experiment 

Project (Poland, 2008), BoomBoom Project (Kyrgyzstan, 2009), Fifth Moscow Biennale of the 

Contemporary art (Russia, 2013), Mini-festival of the video art in city of Riga (Latvia, 2013), 

Vladikavkaz Symposium, Russian Social Research Center Project (2014).  

She is awarded regularly. She is winner of "Press Photo Russia-2004" competition in the 

category "Contemporary photograph of the Central Asia". She has a silver medal of the photograph 

competition in honor of 40 anniversary of the Victory (Moscow, 1985). In 2016 Umida Ahmedova 

was awarded with Václav Havel International Prize for art nonconformism in the category "For 

creative protest".  

Umida Ahmedova is documentary photograph and her special interests are Uzbekistan 

ethnography, traditional and observances. Unlike typical touristic photographs and cards which 

represent eternally smiling faces under flowered trees and oriental sun shining background the 

works of Umida Ahmedova demonstrate us Uzbekistan rural life as true as it is. Such plain truth 

became too painful for society and authorities. Umida Ahmedova was pursued and blamed as 

stubborn seeker of Uzbekistan dark sides. She was judged in accordance with the articles 
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"Defamation" and "Contempt" for photo album "Women and men: from dawn until nightfall" 

(2007) and documentary film "Burden of Chastity " (2008) which enlightened gender discrepancies.  

Now Umida Ahmedova dislikes to remind past difficulties. She intends going on ahead and as 

documentarian reveals social pains. 

As confirmation of the personal position of Umida Ahmedova new exposition in ZEROLINE 

gallery has meaningful name "QUIET SKY". This name is an ironical play of the words. We have 

famous expression "peaceful sky over head". These words are basic defense against severe critics as 

any social problem is criticized especially reasonably. 

 15 photographs which are demonstrated for our visitors have been taken in previous year. 

Trigger became a death of Islam Karimov, Uzbekistan first president. Umida Ahmedova worked in 

25 years of of Islam Karimov. Works of this photographer and documentarian characterize this 

period. Obviously, author strongly reflects any social transformations and intends to impress 

political apocalypse of this period. 

For many natives this death became personal tragedy. These people accompanied funeral 

procession. Photographer watched in city of Parkent as women cried in the streets:  

"Oh, our Father, Oh, our Father! 

Why did you leave us!? 

Will be tomorrow peaceful sky, 

Which you kept over our heads?! 

How do we live now and what must we think?! 

We are like blind babies who opened eyes 

But closed eyes instantly and 

We are like blind babies again 

Since our eyes are full of tears! 

Oh, our Father, Oh, our Father! 

Nobody will be our Father again!" 

(translated from Uzbek language) 

Loud funeral cry has old history. Parkent has no this tradition widely unlike remote provinces. 

There were wailers in old history who earned moneys in funerals. We can see the wailers in ancient 

Egypt and Greece. Wailer's texts as cultural heritage were improved by centuries. Traditional 

religions are distanced from funeral cries but these texts have deep roots among natives especially 

among rural population. 

One photograph is close-up picture demonstrates red carnations which cover highway. Only 

this photograph was taken in funeral day.  
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Nothing can stop Time. Tears remained yesterday. Usual life steps ahead and is pictured by 

photographer. We see a series of the photographs which have been taken in follow-up year. 

Primary is earthen and concrete walls, green metallic fences of the constructional areas, blue 

sky on the plastic banner, flowered trees and happy faces… House in dead walls is Uzbekistan 

traditional dwelling. As these walls enclose political life and conceal social problems a responsible 

artist using art expresses social opinions. Walls from one photograph to another one seem 

everlasting…But sometime Time breaches any wall and we see light, road, ladder towards our 

hopes. 

Video of Umida Ahmedova and Oleg Karpov "Hostages of Eternity" (2007) expresses 

melancholic atmosphere of this series. Continuous camera show us female scavenger who half an 

hour cleans wet road after rain. Her automatic actions seem absurd since this road is clean after rain 

but musical track of Lilya Yugai and continuous camera transform this ordinary event in the eternal 

meditation. 

This project's authors were inspired with "Quiet", 2002 movie from Victor Kossakovsky, 

documentarian. This movie was pictured from a window of Saint-Petersburg's room as this town 

prepared its anniversary of 300 years. Movie from Victor Kossakovsky is social whirl and press of 

the events but video of Umida Ahmedova and Oleg Karpov is hopeless cycle of absurd repetitions.   

 "I want to live" is a video series of the photographs of the post Soviet countries from Umida 

Ahmedova and Oleg Karpov with the musical track of Tashkent group "Metod Tyka (hit-and-miss 

method)". This series was made in 2010 for Nizhni Novgorod photograph festival. Looking at these 

photographs we see that the streets of Tbilisi, Tashkent, Moscow, Baku are same since these streets 

come from mutual Soviet heritage.  

Using words of Walker Evans, USA photographer we might say that photographs and videos 

of Umida Ahmedova represent "chronicle from personal me". Taking pictures beyond ideological 

patterns from newspapers and magazines, touristic booklets and patriotic banners Umida Ahmedova 

tries to open door into outer world that visitor does not feel aggressive refusal but analyzes real life 

reasonably and sometimes smiling.   

 

Victoria Erofeeva 
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